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EE6004 Flexible AC Transmission Systems 
UNIT-1 

1. Explain the operation of single phase TCR with neat circuit diagrams and wave form forms 
2. Explain the SVC components in detail.       
3. Explain the Over view of FACTS devices 
4. Explain the reactive power control in uncompensated transmission line. 
5. Explain the series and shunt compensation. 
6. Consider a 765 KV symmetrical lossless transmission line with L = 0.965 mH/Km, C = 11.6 nF/Km, and a line length 

of 800 Km.Calculate the MVAR that is required to maintain the midpoint voltage at 1.04 pu when the power flow 

through the line is in range of 750-850 Mw. 

UNIT II 
1. Explain the operation of SVC .Discuss the different advantages of slope in dynamic characteristics of SVC 
2. Explain the methods for improving the voltage controller response 
3. Explain (a) influence of the SVC on the system voltage (b) application of SVC in detail 
4. Explain the method of Enhancing the transfer stability of power system with SVC 

UNIT III 
1. Explain the principle and different modes operation of TCSC with neat circuit diagrams. 
2. Explain about the operation of TCSC controller and advantages 
3. Explain using TCSC (a) enhancement of system damping (b) voltage collapse prevention (c) variable reactance 

model of TCSC 
4. Explain (a) effect of TCSC in SSR mitigation (b) variable and fixed series compensation schemes 

Unit IV 
1. Draw and explain the V-I Characteristics of STATCOM 
2. Explain working principle of STATCOM in detail 
3. Explain the principle of operation of UPFC and its application 
4. Explain in detail how VSC will act as an inverter or a rectifier in inductive and capacitive mode 
5. Explain application of STATCOM in the enhancement of steady state power transfer 

Unit V 
1. Explain the frequency response of FACTS controller with neat diagram 
2. Describe the coordination procedure of multiple controllers using Genetic Algorithm 
3. Explain the operation of the SVC-SVC interaction in detail 
4. Discuss the coordination of multiple FACTS controllers using linear control techniques for power flow control 

applications 
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